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As the only company on the market we offer so many complex and diverse 

product databases in the form of professional digital catalogues, which are an 

integral part of our applications. Product databases include model previews in 

JPG, three-dimensional models in DWX format, detailed descriptions, 

suggested prices, assembly diagrams information on logistics, etc. 

Currently, our applications include nearly 80 databases, updated in accor-

dance with the current offer of manufacturers of ceramic tiles, various equip-

ment, furniture, household appliances, bathroom ceramics and many more.

US
ABOUT

?

We have been a successful interior design company for over 25 years – the first in Poland to 

create our original CAD software for interior design, valuation and visualization. And all this 

in one specialized tool, a single application! 

The idea originated in a group of enthusiasts of 3D graphics and interior design and evolved 

into a modern company, which, with more than 50 employees and highly engaged customers, 

continues to create a unique offer.

Our offer

specialized programs: CAD Decor 2.3, CAD Kitchens 6.3, CAD Decor PRO, CAD Cut 4.0, 

a free web application for interior design Power NET+ and a number of modules and 

additional applications

aid in designing and arranging various rooms: kitchens, bathrooms, whole apartments, 

residential and commercial spaces

more than 13 000 licensed copies sold in Poland and over 3000 abroad

different language versions

software training on a wide range of issues for beginners and advanced users

service package - access to software updates and upgrades as well as to technical support 

various interior design elements to choose from: extensive universal databases, the 

industry's largest databases of products and custom 3D models from a variety of sources 

(converting the popular formats: DWG, DXF, 3DS, SKP, STL, PLY, OBJ, LWO, OFF, DAE, CTM to 

our DWX format)

new products in our offer: Wardrobe Module and CAD Share-it mobile system

All trademarks and trade names are the property of their respective owners.

The following companies are among those which have placed their trust in us:Co-branding
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crayon watercolor
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different visualizations made with artistic filters: watercolour, depth of field, sketch, pencil, crayon, soft crayon, oil colour, Van Gogh oil colour, tonal transition

Artistic filters

without filter

quick access to tiles used in the design

generating sophisticated bevel surfaces with an option of tile application

simplified price valuation - estimation of non-optimized tiles, including only the 

metric area and the percentage margin specified by the user

exporting scenes including Raytracing to the CAD Share-it mobile system

several times faster performance when editing interiors in vizualization 

mode (89 FPS for a design consisting of 820 000 surfaces it previouslly 10 FPS)

save visualization as a stereoscopic and anaglyph illustration 

CAD Share-it with higher download and disk space limits and the ability to work 

with 3D goggles

new panel in the "Presentations" tab - setting of 3D parameters for visualization 

and video 

see our news 

this type of drawing or photograph creates a 3D 

effect when viewed through special, usually 

red-cyan (turquoise) glasses – you will be able 

to create such visualizations in our software

Anaglyph

it will be possible to rotate the camera in the frame

at any angle and present a “film in a film”

AVI videos “directed” by you 

sketch tonal transition

sharp front or rear panel of the scene

Depth of field
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CAD Decor 2.X

universal
efficient and intuitive tool

for designing residential and commercial interiors: living rooms, bathrooms, 
bedrooms, offices, etc.

evocative visualizations, animations and AVI videos produced in 3D envi-
ronment (standard rendering)

more than 20 000 3D models, nearly 70 databases of products and univer-
sal interior design elements, tiles and bathroom ceramic equipment as well 
the User Database of custom elements that can be exchanged between 
designers

easy handling of wall and floor linings: applying textures, paints, ceramic tiles 
and grouts in any configuration using `drag and drop` method, special final 
effects: Bump Mapping and Ambient Occlusion

unique tile optimization features

CAD Share-it Basic mobile system (100 MB at an external server with 
200 downloads per month)

FREE Service Package quota for the first year after the purchase of the 
program (software updates and upgrades, access to new and updated 
databases, technical support)

net price: € 1490

You can do all of these in this program

System and hardware requirements

Windows 32/64-bit: 10, 8/8.1, 7, Vista, IntelliCAD program (provided with our CAD 

programs free of charge).

Note: CAD Decor program does not operate on Linux and Mac OS.

Hardware requirements for CAD software with Professional Rendering 

Module: Quad-core processor, e.g. Intel Core i5, i7, 8–16 GB RAM, Nvidia GeForce 

processor based graphic card (see the list on our website).

Hardware requirements for CAD software without Professional Rendering 

Module: Dual-core or quad-core processor, 2,6–3 GHz, 4–8 GB RAM, Nvidia 

GeForce processor based graphic card (see the list on our website).

Create rooms Design your

own elements

Furnish

and equip

Use branded 

tiles and grouts

Select textures 

and specify materials

Create

visualization

1.

Generate a summary 

and valuation

2. 3. 4.

5. 6. 7.

Visualization made in CAD Decor 

with Professional Rendering Module
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CAD Kitchens 6.X

practical
flexible and specific tool

available in two versions: CAD Kitchens Standard (can be includes extended 
with optional modules) and CAD Kitchens MAX (includes CAD Kitchens 
Standard, Cabinet Design and Edition Module, CAD Cut 4.X)

the complete design, along with its visualizations, animations and AVI videos, 
including professional valuation, reports and technical documentation, is 
ready within an hour!

household appliances can be easily inserted into the design at any stage of 
work

more than 35 000 3D models and nearly 50 databases of branded and 
universal interior design elements, household appliances and kitchen 
cabinets as well as the User Database of 3D elements that can be exchanged 
between computers

advanced and functional auto-generation options, including 3D modelling, 
generation of typical and non-typical cornices, skirting boards and worktops

CAD Share-it Basic mobile system (100 MB at an external server with 
200 downloads per month)

FREE Service Package for the first year after the purchase of the program 
(software updates and upgrades, access to newly relased databases, 
technical support)

net price: € 1190

Windows 32/64-bit: 10, 8/8.1, 7, Vista, IntelliCAD program (provided with 

our CAD programs free of charge).

Note: CAD Kicthens program does not operate on Linux and Mac OS.

Hardware requirements for CAD software with Professional Rendering 

Module: Quad-core processor, e.g. Intel Core i5, i7, 8–16 GB RAM, Nvidia 

GeForce processor based graphic card (see the list on our website).

Hardware requirements for CAD software without Professional 

Rendering Module: Dual-core or quad-core processor, 2,6-3 GHz, 4–8 GB 

RAM, Nvidia GeForce processor based graphic card (see the list on our 

website).

Furnish

and equip

Select textures 

and specify materials

Design your

own elements

2.

Insert kitchen 

cabinets

3.

5. 6.

Create

visualization

7.

Create a room Create your own cabinet

CAD Kitchens MAX

Select household 

appliances

4.

Plan the optimal material cut

CAD Kitchens MAX
Generate valuation

and documentation

8.CAD Cut

System and hardware requirements

1.

You can do all of these in this program

Visualization made in CAD Kitchens 

with Professional Rendering Module
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CAD Decor PRO

comprehensive
efficient and unique

for designing ANY residential and commercial interiors, especially large 
apartments and complex public spaces

includes all options and functionalities of CAD Decor 2.X, CAD Kitchens 6.X, 
Cabinet Design and Edition Module and Professional Rendering Module

the innovative and interactive environment of the Professional Rendering 
Module provides photorealistic visualizations (effects comparable to 3D 
Max), videos, animations and 360° panoramas made quickly and efficiently 
in real time you can make changes and move within a scene during the 
rendering calculations!

more than 60 000 3D models and nearly 80 manufacturers and universal 
databases of interior design elements, ceramic tiles, household appliances, 
kitchen cabinets, etc. as well as the User Database with any elements that can 
be shared with other users of our software

CAD Share-it PRO mobile system (1 GB at an external server with 
2000 downloads per month)

FREE maintenance for the first year after the purchase of the program 
(Service Package includes: program updates and upgrades, access to new 
databases and technical support)

net price: € 2450

System and hardware requirements

Windows 32/64-bit: 10, 8/8.1, 7, Vista, IntelliCAD program 

(provided with our CAD programs free of charge).

Note: CAD Kitchens program does not operate on Linux 

and Mac OS.

Quad-core processor, e.g. Intel Core i5, i7, 8–16 GB RAM, 

Nvidia GeForce processor based graphic card (see the list 

on our website).

Create rooms Design your

own elements

Insert kitchen

cabinets

Select household

appliances

2. 3. 4.

Furnish

and equip

5.

Use branded tiles 

and grouts

6.

Select textures 

and specify materials

7.

1.

REAL

8.

Create realistic

visualization

Generate documentation,

summary, valuation

9.

You can do all of these in this program

Visualization made in CAD Decor PRO 

with Professional Rendering Module
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Render PRO

fast and effective
rendering in real time

Raytracing settings

This professional algorithm allows for the proper calculation 

Raytracing settings of light rays reflected by mirror-like 

objects or passing through light-refracting objects, e.g. glass.

Selection of colour tones

This features enables you to change colour filters 

in the same way as in image processing.

You can modify lighting parameters and the characteristics of materials in 

a scene during Render PRO calculations. The view is refreshed every couple 

of seconds to show new results. It allows you to quickly create many 

different versions of a scene. You can also record AVI videos in full HD or 

even 4K quality.

Quality of visualization ‘tailored’ 
to expectations and budgets

Even at the standard rendering level we have applied 

solutions that significantly enhance the aesthetics of 

the visualization. Excellent photorealistic quality of 

visualization and animation is, however, our passion! 

That is why we are so proud of highly techno-logically 

advanced Render PRO features and we encourage 

our customers to use and enjoy them.

Professional Rendering Module
A complex, professional and powerful tool, which is an integral part of CAD Decor PRO! Due to the wide range of features
and higher system and hardware requirements, it is an optional module for CAD Decor and CAD Kitchens.

Standard Rendering Standard Rendering Standard Rendering 



CAD Decor
CAD Kitchens

CAD Decor PRO

2800

700
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Wardrobe Module

cooperates with
CAD Decor PRO, CAD Decor, CAD Kitchens, CAD Cut

our new tool created primarily for interior designers and architects, as well as 
designers of recess wardrobes and unusual custom furniture

special features: parallel operation in two- or three-dimensional space, 
designing using a parametric method and dynamic 3D modelling, intelligent 
solutions to simplify work, detailed documentation, preview of designed 
furniture and high quality visualization

textures (furniture boards, wood, mirror, glass, rattan, bamboo and any 
imported JPG images) are applied by ‘dragging and dropping’ and can be 
exported to our applications together with the wardrobe design

cooperation between Wardrobe Module and CAD Cut is a particularly useful 
solution for independent furniture manufacturers who can carry out the 
whole processing work with our software - from conceptual design, through 
fine-tuning of the construction details, equipping, fitting and finishing 
wardrobe, walk-in closet or shelving, up to the production process 

Valuation, documentation, reports

We offer a unique system of automatic error re-

porting. It includes warnings against exceeding the 

permitted wardrobe dimensions and a list of items 

requiring corrections with hinted optimal solutions.

The module provides three types of reports – 

a standard report for the customer, a specific report for 

the customer and a report for the manufacturing plant, 

containing an automatically generated drawing of the 

cut formats. They can be exported to a CSV file, which is 

read by CAD Cut.

Use our Basic 

Options Wizard

Define dimensions 

and shape of the recess 

Choose

components 

Construct sliding

or swinging doors

2. 3. 4.

Select materials 

for doors and interior

5.

Add divisions, 

shelves, bars, drawers

and equipment

6.

Apply additional functions, 

add dimensions 

and notes

7.

1.

8.

Generate the summary, 

documentation, valuation 

and cut patterns

Create an impressive 

visualization of wardrobes 

in our programs

9.

Present your wardrobe in CAD programs

detailed, graphic presentation of wardrobe compo-
nents directly in the module's 2D/3D view and adding 
notes for each component

wardrobe transferred to visualization environment of 
CAD Decor PRO, CAD Decor or CAD Kitchens with just 
a few clicks of the mouse is displayed together with the 
previously assigned materials (e.g. mirror, glass)

if the wardrobe ceiling is fitted with halogen lights, they 
emit light like other light sources in the design of a room, 
and similarly can be edited to change the parameters 
(intensity, range, cone angle, colour or the shape 
of generated light field - according to data from the 
IES files)

You can do all of these in this module
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"Total" presentation of your design in our programs

3D visualization of your design - 360° panoramic view of any interior 
transferred quickly and easily to the pocket of your customer

independent management of your virtual gallery of designs at a secure 
external server

QR codes linking to your design, generated directly in CAD Share-it, with the 
option to move between rooms

automatically generated e-mail with a link to 3D design visualization, QR 
code and quick access to CAD Share-it free mobile application sent to your 
customer

FREE BASIC version offers 100 MB disk space, unlimited monthly exchange 
quotta and 200 downloads per month

PRO version (FREE for owners of CAD Decor PRO only): offers 1 GB disc space, 
unlimited monthly exchange quotta, 2000 downloads per month, your own 
logo and popularity statistics of individual designs

possibility to work with 3D goggles! 

Be mobile
share, manage, transfer

SERVERGallery

3D Design 3D Design 3D Design

link or

CAD Share-it

PC

tablet

mob

Export 3D

link or

link or

scan the code, watch a 10-minute 

video and see how easy it is!

CAD Share-it is FREE
for holders of valid Service Package

Supported operating systems

Android – tablets, smartphones;

iOS – iPhones, iPads; Windows – PC’s

CAD Share-it

share your vision 
how you want and when you want it

visualizations in a variety of colours and forms (photo-
realistic visualization, monochrome view, linear view), at 
a resolution of up to 5760 x 3240 – 3 x Full HD or 4K quality

virtual walk - Export 3D module animations - camera set 
in the middle of a room moves around its own axis

the rendered design saved as an AVI video in full HD or 4K 
with defined FPS, resolution, speed and camera angle 
camera’s is position and speed can be modified during 
recording! 

anaglyph images in visualization and animation 

free mobile system and mobile app CAD Share-it 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d98EG5jZKj8&feature=youtu.be
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available optional unavailable*Functions of paint documentation and valuation are unavailable in CAD Kitchens and CAD Kitchens MAX

Comparison of features in CAD Projekt K&A programs

CAD Decor PROCAD Kitchens MAXCAD KitchensCAD Decor

* *

managing your designs

creating and editing room walls

designing your own 3D elements

inserting, documenting and valuating kitchen furniture

auto-generating, designing and editing cornices, 

skirting boards and worktops

exchanging kitchen furniture sets

designing custom cabinets, editing manufacturers’ databases

inserting, documenting and valuating 

household appliances of popular brands

inserting interior design elements from 

product databases and converter 3D

applying and editing branded tiles 

(in Ceramic Tiles Design Module)

expanded editing, documentating and valuating branded tiles

applying, documenting and valuating branded grouts 

adding your own tiles and grouts, editing prices 

in product databases (in Tile Database Editor)

selecting and editing textures and materials

applying, documenting and valuating branded paints

standard rendering and using predefined lighting styles

professional rendering and adding your own IES files

presenting your design (visualizations, videos)

virtual walk inside your design (with Export 3D)

managing presentation files (in CAD Gallery)

automated optimizing furniture board 

cutting patterns (in CAD Cut)

designing, documenting and valuating recess Wardrobes, 

walk-in closets and shelvings (Wardrobe Module)

sharing 3D designs, 100 MB, no exchange limit, 

200 downloads/month (in CAD Share-it Basic)

sharing 3D designs, 1 GB, no exchange limit, 

2000 downloads/month (in CAD Share-it Pro)



Check our customers' opinions...

I chose CAD Projekt K&A software since I read positive feedback on the internet and I 

decided to give it a try. So began my adventure with the software, the people working 

there and it continues to the present day. I'm happy with the program in terms of its 

development, novelties introduced and fast technical support. I can recommend it for 

beginners because it is one of the easiest 3D programs offered on the market.

design studio: Boskie Wnętrza

 designer: Lilly Niemaczek

www.boskiewnetrza.pl

CAD Decor PRO is the fastest program to create realistic visualizations! It lets you fix your 

design on a regular basis during consultation. Changing materials and colours takes no 

time at all. The customer can see their interior visualizations in many versions, in a very 

short time.

design studio: ABC Design

 designer: Izabela Mikita

www.abcdesign.pl

I never considered choosing a design program. My brother had your program which I tried 

out of curiosity. He helped me with the first steps, and so began the fun in interior 

designing. In my opinion, the greatest advantages of this software are the high-quality 

visualizations obtained in a short time and the easy and simple usage.

design studio: G-Studio

Dominik Kwiatkowskidesigner: 

www.facebook.com/gstudiogrupaprojektowa

I chose CAD Decor for its simplicity in use, affordability and good conditions of purchase, 

very good level of visualizations with simultaneous access to typical CAD functions, very 

good service.

design studio: SZUSZUdesign

designer: Dariusz Witczak

www.szuszudesign.pl

I've been designing in CAD Kitchens for 11 years

and in CAD Decor PRO for 3 years

I've been designing in CAD Decor for 8 years 

I've been designing in CAD Decor for 7 years 

and in CAD Decor PRO for 3 years

I've been designing in CAD Decor for 11 years 

and in CAD Decor PRO for 3 years
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See other designs at our website

cadprojekt.com.pl/strefa_projektantow/galeria_projektantow



Follow us on these channels

knowledge centre
There is a special page in the Designers Zone at our website where are 

provide video tutorials, FAQ, examples of tiles layout definitions, current 

operating mannuals of programs and applications and the detailed history 

of our software updates.

These descriptions do not constitute an offer under Art. 66 of the Polish Civil Code (Journal of Laws, No. 16, Item. 93, as amended) and are to be interpreted solely as information. The contents in this folder, as well as its 
layout, are protected under copyright and other laws for the protection of these rights. You can use them in whole or in part, solely for your personal, non-commercial use. All trademarks and company names are used only 
for information purposes and are the exclusive property of those companies.

trainings
We provide trainings in CAD Projekt K&A's main office in Poznań and in any 

specified locations. We offer individual and group trainings (max. 6 persons) 

at basic and advanced levels. Trainings are in Polish.

Tel. 618279844, e-mail: szkolenia@cadprojekt.com.pl

service package
Free Service Package for a period of 12 months from the date of program 

purchase. It provides software updates and upgrades, technical support 

and access to new database relases. We also assist our customers via phone 

or email and remotely.

Tel. 616429082, e-mail: pomoc@cadprojekt.com.pl

temporary keys
The possibility to work with the full version of our software for a specified 

time. For only € 55 we offer a 30-day temporary key with full technical 

support, so you can make your decision after conscious consideration and 

trial...

We care about our customers

see our news 

CAD 
Kitchens

CAD 
Decor PRO

CAD 
Decor CAD 

Cut
Wardrobe

Module Render
PRO

Web Apps

CAD Projekt K&A Sp. z o.o.

ul. Rubież 46, 61-612 Poznań

tel. +48 61 662 38 83

e-mail: biuro@cadprojekt.com.pl 

www.cadprojekt.com.pl

IntelliCAD and the IntelliCAD logo are registered trademarks of The IntelliCAD 
Technology Consortium in the United States and other countries.

designers’ gallery
(www.cadprojekt.com.pl/strefa_projektantow/galeria_projektantow.html). 
Designers' profiles along with their contact data listed on our website allow 

an unlimited number of design visualizations to be displayed for free.
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